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Introduction

About Mariposa Painting & Decorating Canada and its
relationship with Benjamin Moore. 

Mariposa Painting & Decorating Canada, an internal business unit of Mariposa
Group Canada Limited, was founded by Giovanni Conti in Etobicoke, Ontario,
Canada in 1962. One of Toronto's, and soon to be Canada's leading painting
and decorating service provider that offers premium quality products from
Benjamin Moore Canada for residential, commercial and industrial decorative
and maintenance coatings. 

Mariposa maintains an extensive commitment to environmentally efficient
product supply and service practices; while also continuing to create new
solutions to accommodate clients within the property space that is being
painted, stained, or decorated.

A trusting relationship that has lasted over 60 years.



At Mariposa, for as long as we have been in business, we have trusted
in the credible reputation of the Benjamin Moore brand. As a reliable
supplier, Benjamin Moore Canada is at the forefront of paint
innovation, with a commitment to research and development that is
unrivaled in the residential, commercial, and industrial architectural
sectors. 

Through Benjamin Moore laboratories and manufacturing facilities,
scientists and technicians work to exceed the already superior
application, performance properties, and environmental safety of the
paint and stain products. Benjamin Moore's commitment to colour,
inspires an ongoing search for the perfect hues, the ones that lead
customers to claim: "that's the colour I want."



More than a century of commitment to producing superior products
and unrivaled colours has its rewards. Benjamin Moore's paints and
stains are the most used by Mariposa Painting & Decorating Canada.
Mariposa's Premier Designers and General Decorators know that they
can depend on Benjamin Moore paint and stain products to enable
their design inspiration and vision to become a reality. Mariposa's
painters and decorators depend on the extraordinary colour options
and product performance that is offered by Benjamin Moore Canada.
Mariposa's own reputation of being able to deliver exceptional results
time and again, depends on the innovative thinking and overall
manufacturing capabilities of Benjamin Moore Canada.



expertise

Benjamin Moore certified paint colour consultants and decorating specialists.

Mariposa offers a complimentary session for consultation on colour selection and
decorative design options and creative ideas.



of greys

Consider the many decorative

possibilities.

GREY
for stylish life

shades of grey
Wonderful

The





Mariposa's many decorative design options with using the many
colours of grey by Benjamin Moore.



The colour shades of grey used in the many elegant decorative design
projects by Noomi Sandstrom.



In 2020, Mariposa's Premier Designer Sarah Muschump had decided to
use a variety of grey colours by Benjamin Moore throughout her gallery,
which gave depth and decorative distinction of sheer elegance
throughout the showrooms.



Through Mariposa's Colour Selection and Decorative Design
Consultation services, our clients can discover the most popular grey
hues by Benjamin Moore that are so versatile, and that they can
harmonize effortlessly with a breadth of design styles and colour
accents, making them the perfect choice of neutral style from which to
build any decorating scheme.



Reflecting on the popularity of grey colours by Benjamin Moore, 6 times
out of 10, my clients will have selected a grey colour scheme through
much of their residential property when pursuing a home staging
project.   - Kasha Mosley, Premier Designer, Mariposa Decorative
Design Canada.



The beauty of grey throughout a
staged home, revitalizing an
environment and providing a sense
of decorative stimulation to the
mind (a combined subtle
minimalism and yet sophisticated
elegance).



The trick of the eye that enables the appearance of depth
in a hallway.



Grey within the office space and overall commercial property
environment can enable a sense of class distinction for the business
brand.  



A darker shade of grey can display boldness and sophistication with
also a distinct sense of style and class.





Unlike what many think, grey is not a gloomy colour, the many
wonderful colour hues by Benjamin Moore can provide a sense of
panache and stimulate the senses, causing the mental perception of
depth and spaciousness.



The distinguished
shades of grey. 



After a decade with grey being at the forefront of Mariposa's interior
designs, these versatile colours have given way to an altogether
warmer and more comforting hues that enable a sense of
sophisticated elegance. If you love distinguished colours of grey,
Benjamin Moore offers the best colour selection. 

The colour of grey is enough to feel contemporary and harmonious, as
well as enough to feel warm and comforting. As with every part of the
colour spectrum, gray colours are influenced by light, and its always
important to try a colour in your space before taking the plunge. For
example, Titanium OC-49 is on the green-grey end of this scale and
may read cool in a north facing room yet perfectly balanced in a south
or east facing room. 



Conversely, Edgecomb Gray HC-173 is on the warmer end of the scale
and will read more neutral in a north facing space. Through colour
consultation sessions, our clients can discover the most popular gray
hues that are so versatile, they can harmonize effortlessly with a
breadth of design styles and colour accents, making them the perfect
choice of elegant style from which to build any painting and
decorating project.
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Premier Designer, 
Mariposa Decorative Design Canada.



Bradley Musgrave

Bradley Musgrave is a Premier Designer and Master Architect with
Mariposa Group. He is a specialist in painting and decorating
techniques that involves everything that is supplied by Benjamin Moore
Canada. Bradley Musgrave established his own design studio and
franchise partnership with Mariposa Group in 2016. In addition to
architecturally and decoratively designing some of the most
exceptionally stunning residential and commercial properties across
the GTA and southern Ontario, Bradley Musgrave frequently
contributes to the decorative designs for Mariposa's "Enrich your life
with colour" and "Everything Divine" with using products from Benjamin
Moore Canada.
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Premier Designer, 
Mariposa Decorative Design Canada.



Amy Patterson

When Amy Patterson, a Premier Designer and Custom Home Builder
with Mariposa Group, needs inspiration for an architectural design of a
new home, Amy depends on Benjamin Moore products for such
creative support. As a highly successful designer, Amy Patterson is a
sought-after guest for numerous television shows, and has also been
featured in several magazines. Amy Patterson frequently co-produces
and hosts Mariposa's "Design Element Seminars and Training
Workshops" that focus on creating decorative designs with the support
of Benjamin Moore paint inspired ideas and techniques. Amy Patterson
has contributed to design projects for Mariposa's "Elegant Living" and
"Simplicity", including other decoratively inspiring projects recently with
"Enrich your life with colour" on mariposatv. 



Amy Patterson
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Premier Designer, 
Mariposa Decorative Design Canada.



Jeremy Collins

Jeremy Collins is a premier designer, master architect, and custom
home builder with Mariposa Group. Jeremy Collins has appreciated
Benjamin Moore as a unique company and brand since he was a
teenager. With every project that he pursues, Benjamin Moore is at the
inspirational focal point of the design process. Jeremy Collins
frequently enjoys contributing to Mariposa's "Enrich your life with
colour", as he co-produces and hosts seminars and workshops that
feature Benjamin Moore products and design ideas on mariposatv.



Jeremy Collins
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Yasmine Sheremeteva

Known as "Little Miss Creativity" amongst her peers, Yasmine
Sheremeteva has been inspired by Benjamin Moore products and
decorative ideas since her early twenties when she had flipped her first
home in London, England, United Kingdom over a decade ago. It would
literally take several Webpages to share about Yasmine's professional
relationship with Benjamin Moore, although everything can been
summed up as that she is very fond of the company and their exquisite
colours and wonderful paint products. Yasmine Sheremetva is the
principle architect and creator of so much that is considered the
design world of Mariposa; therefore, Yasmine is among the principle
contributor to the huge success of Mariposa Decorum in both Canada
and also in Russia. Among countless other inventions and innovative
thinking processes, Yasmine has helped with reviving the popularity of
Mariposa's "Enrich your life with colour" since January 2017. Throughout
the years of restoring royal palaces and prominent buildings in her
native country of Russia, Yasmine Sheremeteva has featured Benjamin
Moore paints and decorative techniques on several renovation
makeover projects that have helped define the concept and popularity
of mariposatv. 



Yasmine Sheremeteva



The wonderful selection of Benjamin Moore's Colour of the Year 2022.

Learn how Mariposa's painters and decorators can  transform your
house or apartment interior into a stylish and elegant home by
selecting Benjamin Moore's Colour of the Year 2022:
info@mariposacanada.ca



NEUTRAL

Neutral colours often used by Mariposa's
Premier Designers.

 







T H E  P L E A S U R E  O F  D E C O R A T I N G  W I T H

BENJAMIN MOORE

T H E  P R E F E R R E D  P A I N T
C H O I C E  O F  M A R I P O S A ' S
P R E M I E R  D E S I G N E R S



A E G E A N  T E A L  2 1 3 6 - 4 0

BENJAMIN MOORE

T H E R E  A R E  M A N Y
O P T I O N S  T O  D E C O R A T E
W I T H  A E G E A N  T E A L .  



A E G E A N  T E A L  C O L O U R  O F  T H E  Y E A R
2 0 2 1

BENJAMIN MOORE



REMODELING YOUR K ITCHEN AND
BATHROOM CABINETS WITH AEGEAN TEAL.

M A R I P O S A  C A N
E N H A N C E  Y O U R
E X I S T I N G  C A B I N E T R Y .  





Styling with
Aegean Teal
The many ways to decorate with
Aegean Teal by Benjamin Moore
Canada. The Benjamin Moore
2021 Colour of the Year is
Aegean Teal (2136-40). It’s all
about a natural, soothing
calmness. This unique colour is a
gorgeous deep teal that refines
and applies sophistication to the
spaces of residential and
commercial properties. Envision
such elegance in: bedrooms,
kitchens, bathrooms, living rooms,
cinema rooms, corporate offices
and lobbies, boutiques, hotels
etc.



In fact, Andrea Magno, director of colour marketing and development
at Benjamin Moore informed Architectural Digest that they were
frequently speaking about kitchen designs when they were developing
their 2021 colour of the year back in December 2019.

This blue green hue is relaxing. It’s also the perfect backdrop to your
days at home or in the workplace, enabling an enrichment of colour to
the walls and whatever other surface you desire to Aegean Teal to be
featured. Aside from walls, there are many more ways to use the
Benjamin Moore 2021 Colour of the Year and invite those soothing,
maritime decorative inspirations into your home or business properties.

Aegean Teal
2136-40



SOFT

Choosing the appropriate soft hues.



The
Softer
Hues

Mariposa Painting & Decorating

Benjamin Moore
Enrich your life with colour.

The appropriate soft tone colours
are versatile, timeless, and have
the power to make an interior
space feel more spacious and
fresh.
 
Although the wrong brighter colour
can look stark, drab or can have
undertones that simply don't work
with your chosen surface scheme
of colours.

Whether you are looking for a white for
ceilings and woodwork to harmonize with
your chosen wall colour, or you're looking
to create a bright and fresh all-soft tone
space. Moreover, Mariposa's consultants
will assist you with choosing the most
appropriate soft colours for your home
improvement project.



S o f t  H u e s

M A R I P O S A  P A I N T I N G  A N D  D E C O R A T I N G  P R O J E C T S  W I T H  U S I N G
B E N J A M I N  M O O R E .
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S o f t  H u e s
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S o f t  H u e s
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S o f t  H u e s

M A R I P O S A  P A I N T I N G  A N D  D E C O R A T I N G  P R O J E C T S  W I T H  U S I N G
B E N J A M I N  M O O R E .



The
Magnificent
Whites

Mariposa Painting & Decorating

Benjamin Moore
Enrich your life with colour

The brightest colours in the Benjamin
Moore palettes is for example Chantilly
Lace OC-65. This is a simple, clean
white with none of the pastel
undertones that are so common in
other "brilliant whites" which make
them feel stark and clinical. 

This pure whiteness means Chantilly Lace is
great for all-white interior and exterior
property spaces; although such white also
sits comfortably with pretty much every other
hue, therefore, such white colours are a safe
choice for woodwork and ceilings, if you are
uncertain what to choose.



Chantilly Lace is the colour that makes America's principle house so
elegant and distinguished.

Next up is Super White PM-1 or OC-152. This is the Benjamin Moore
colour that is most like a standard "Brilliant White" and for that reason is
the "go-to" white for most professional painters.

Canadians tend to like more muted and softer whites, so the Benjamin
Moore colour called White PM-2 or OC-151, is noticeably grey. Such
colours appear fabulously with other muted hues and reflect a much
softer image.



Warm and soft hues.
Many soft tones have a subtle yellow, blue, red, green or grey undertone that
make interior property spaces feel warm and sunny without looking too creamy.
The lack of any darker colour pigments keep the colours feeling clean and fresh.
These soft tone colours are ideal for north facing spaces or other interior spaces
without too much light, because they are bright and uplifting. Warm soft tones
such as Simply White OC-117, Mountain Peak White OC-121 and Cotton Balls
OC-112 have undertones of red and yellow, resulting in a soft glow and
welcoming mood.

Warm muted whites such as White
Dove OC-17, Cloud Cover OC-25
or Dune White 968 are stunning in
all-white interior property spaces,
especially when layered with
natural colours and textures in
throws, pillows and fabrics. They
are especially suited to interior
property spaces with a lot of
natural light to create a soft,
calming feel.



Love the colours that
surround you.

Colour really does make the interior property space elegant. The
perfect shade and finish can enlarge a small space, bring in more light,
or deliver that pinch of bedazzled colour effect that you need with your
morning wakeup. Although finding the appropriate and most elegant
colour is not always an easy task. 

Mariposa's colour and decorative
design consultants possess the
decorative abilities to assist you with
feeling confidence with what colours
that you will most desire to have
within the environments where you
live or work.



The 
psychology of 
colour.

You want to love the colours that surround you. Therefore, when
imagining (or reimagining) an interior property space, remember to
think about the influential colour that will have the sensation on the
mood of such space. The effect can be subtle or dramatic. Colours
can encourage tranquility or boost the spirit, even make you feel
optimistic or more introspective.

The spruce colours

The following four basic colour
groups help us to understand how
colours can influence mood.
Purple: The bright and airy qualities
that make purple hues feel uplifting.
Purple colours like dusty lavender,
ballet pink and sky blue are
comfortable and easy to live with.
They feel positive and encourage
expression, while enhancing other
colours.



It's no surprise that earthy and nuanced colours keep you grounded.
Natural colours go beyond green and brown into earthy hues like slate,
clay, sand and ochre. Colours in this family can be warm or cool,
although they are always reliable and level-headed. Moreover, green
tone colours can transition beautifully with shifting light, they are an
excellent choice for interior property spaces that are frequently used
throughout the day.

The Impact of light on natural
colours: Light in a room changes
many times throughout the day. From
the natural light of early dawn to the
artificial light of nightfall, the
interplay of light and colour is a
crucial component when it comes to
choosing your perfect paint colours.
Experimenting and observation is
key.

The elegance in 
natural colours.



Bring drama to a room with colours that are rich and mysterious. Violet,
onyx, sapphire and ruby, even the names evoke something dramatic.
Deep colours dissolve boundaries and create depth. They are the
opposite of understatement and can fill a room with energy, creativity
and confidence.

The Illusion of space: The clever
use of colour and sheen can
influence the sense of space and
dimension you feel in a room. Small
rooms can appear larger, high
ceilings can feel lower, architectural
features can be emphasized, and
open plan spaces can be defined.

Colours in the deep.



When you begin the process with a Mariposa colour or decorative
design consultant, you will take a look at a colour wheel: Warm reds,
yellows, and oranges congregate on one side, while cool lavenders,
blues and greens are on the other. Pale tones and "hints" are at the
center of the wheel while saturated shades are found around the
edge. Creating a palette within one half of the wheel tends to be more
harmonious. Although pairing two colours that stand opposite one
another adds a dash of invigorating tension.

Demystify the colour fan decks.



The
Pastels

Mariposa Painting & Decorating

Benjamin Moore
Enrich your life with colour

While its very common to use white
on the woodwork alongside a pastel
colour on the interior walls, you can
brighten the look by selecting a
pastel colour which shares the same
undertones as your wall colour.
This technique is great when you
want to make the room feel larger
because the skirting and coving will
appear more recessive than if a
bright white is used, and won't draw
the eye to the corners of the room.

Soft colours can be hard to spot the
undertones in a white when such colour
is surrounded by stronger pastel shades.
Moreover, a consultant can isolate
swatches or samples from other brighter
pastel colours and compare a few
pastel hues together to make the
different contrast soft colours more
obvious.



 Magnifice
results

Aura by Benjamin Moore
Aura paint delivers remarkable durability and offers the most advanced
way to bring colour to life. Using exclusive Colour Lock technology,
Aura paint brings you discernibly richer, truer colour. Visibly thicker,
Aura paint covers like no other, even in the deepest shades.



Aura by Benjamin Moore

Benjamin Moore Products used by Mariposa's painters and
decorators.

If you desire an exceptional paint product for painting the interior surfaces of your
home, then Aura by Benjamin Moore offers magnificent results in nearly every way, Aura
paint is insurmountable. If you request Mariposa painters and decorators to use Aura by
Benjamin Moore, consider when we say, “there is no other interior paint like Aura.”

Yes, this is a bold statement. Therefore, our evaluation of Aura paint doesn’t guarantee
that it’s the interior paint you should purchase. Although, there are several reasons this
premium paint enables Mariposa painters and decorators to perform as overachievers.
 
Yet, far and wide, most of Mariposa's experts agree, Aura by Benjamin Moore is the
best premium interior paint due to its ability to enable Mariposa's painters and
decorators to deliver unmatched performance.



DECORATING WITH AURA.
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ben by Benjamin Moore

ben by Benjamin Moore

At Mariposa, we offer better paint options
for high-coverage, long-term, durable
paint, and most importantly at an
affordable price. Benjamin Moore’s Ben
line of paint is a cheaper option that
doesn’t skimp too much on quality. It’s not
as thick, so the coverage isn’t as good,
although it’s still highly regarded by our
expert painters and decorators as a
decent paint to work with. Our painters
and decorators believe that ben by
Benjamin Moore is perceived as Regal
Select’s little sister. 

Mariposa uses ben paint for its
Shoe String Budget type of
interior painting and decorating
projects. 



NATURA by Benjamin Moore

mariposacanada.ca



NATURA by Benjamin Moore

NATURA by Benjamin Moore

Natura is a zero emissions 1 product with
an enviable range of third party
accreditations that endorse the product
as being safer for you and less harmful to
the environment, all without compromising
on performance or colour selection.

Natura is certified as asthma and allergy
friendly™ by the Asthma and Allergy
association of America 2 as well as being
Cradle to Cradle Certified™ by the
Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation
Institute 3.
Natura is truly "green without
compromise".

At Mariposa, we have the
professional expertise of knowing
what precisely is the most
appropriate paint to use in a
sensitive environment. 



Ultra Spec Scuff-X by Benjamin Moore

Ultra Spec SCUFF-X is a revolutionary, single component paint engineered to resist
scuffing in the most demanding high traffic commercial settings, making it ideal for
schools hallways, hospital waiting areas, retail fitting rooms, hotels lobbies, leisure
facilities and corporate spaces. Ultra-Spec Scuff-X combats scuffing from the
outset, helping to keep the walls in pristine condition and therefore resulting in
minimal maintenance. This breakthrough product offers superior durability and
scuff-resistant properties than traditional 2-component coatings, without the strong
odor, pre-mixing, short pot-life and application difficulties related to similar
products. This paint will retain its high-quality appearance much longer with
minimal maintenance.



SCUFF-X Spec by Benjamin Moore

SCUFF-X™ Interior Paint by Benjamin Moore.

SCUFF-X™ available in:
Matte, Eggshell, Satin finishes
in any Benjamin Moore colour.

Family rooms.
Hallways
Home Office
Home Cinema

Proprietary scuff-resistant formula
Cleanable: Withstands repeated
washing.
Single component: No mixing,
measuring, or limited pot-life
Provides an easy application.
Contains anti-microbial additives that
inhibit the growth of mould and mildew
on the surface of the paint film.
Low-VOC & low-odour
LEED® v4 eligible and CHPS certified.

Best for:

What makes it great?



KITCHENC A B I N E T R Y

R E M O D E L

SPECIALTY PAINTING AND DECORATIVE DETAILING SERVICES.

SCUFF-X™ Interior Paint by Benjamin Moore.



Regal Select by Benjamin Moore

Regal Select offers the premium performance and smooth application
you've come to expect from our classic paint, with the added benefit
of cutting-edge technologies that make this a highly washable paint
with outstanding stain resistance.



Regal Select by Benjamin Moore

REGAL SELECT by Benjamin Moore

At Mariposa, we believe that Benjamin Moore
hit a home run with Regal when it was first
introduced. The adverting strategies were
mostly geared towards the fact of it being a
zero VOC product. Regal Select also added
improved adhesion properties to the formula.

At Mariposa, we find these efforts mostly
geared toward Benjamin Moore's competitor,
Sherwin- Williams, which also claims a self-
priming interior product with Superpaint.
Although with Regal’s change, along with a
new formula and label, came a few additional
changes that we depend on for many home
makeover projects.





Ceiling Paint by Benjamin Moore

Specially formulated for ceilings, Waterborne Ceiling Paint is ultra flat so it hides
common ceiling imperfections for a look that is virtually flawless. Benjamin Moore
Ceilings paint provides ample open time to ensure minimal lapping, has minimal
spatter and dries quickly for fast recoats.



are the gateway into

our lives.

Aura 

Grand Entrance



Aura Grand Entrance by Benjamin Moore

Aura Grand Entrance brings rich, vivid colour and exceptional durability to
Mariposa's clients doors and trim. Aura Grand Entrance cures to a lustrous finish
that lends to Mariposa's clients home a look of elegance and luxury. Specially
formulated to retain colour integrity and gloss, this enamel is easy to apply, has
excellent hide and is available in unlimited colours. Aura Grand Entrance has a
dedicated palette of colours which are particularly suited to front doors, due to
their extraordinary depth and vibrancy.



Chalkboard
Chalkboard Paint by Benjamin Moore



The many decorative ideas
with Chalkboard paint by
Benjamin Moore.



Metallic Glaze by Benjamin Moore

Stunning, iridescent metallic finishes, designed to create beautiful metallic
special effects. Being water-based, these acrylic glazes are easy to apply
and dry quickly to a translucent metallic luster. Available in Gold, Silver,
Bronze, and Copper.



METALLIC
P A I N T I N G  A N D  D E C O R A T I N G  S C H E M E S

THE ARTISTRY
OF MARIPOSA

METALLIC PAINT BY BENJAMIN MOORE 



METALLIC
P A I N T I N G  A N D  D E C O R A T I N G  S C H E M E S

GIVING HOME SPACES
A DISTINGUISHED

SENSE OF ELEGANCE

METALLIC PAINT BY BENJAMIN MOORE 



METALLIC
P A I N T I N G  A N D  D E C O R A T I N G  S C H E M E S

GIVING HOME SPACES
A DISTINGUISHED

SENSE OF ELEGANCE

METALLIC PAINT BY BENJAMIN MOORE 



Aura Bath & Spa
Aura  Bath & Spa by Benjamin Moore

With a beautiful matte finish, Aura Bath & Spa is a premium-quality
interior paint specially formulated to resist mould and mildew growth in
humid areas such as bathrooms and spas.



CREATINGA PLACE OFSACTUARY
P A I N T I N G  A N D  D E C O R A T I V E  D E S I G N S

MAKING YOUR
BATHROOM  INTO A

SPECIAL  SPACE.

AURA BATH & SPA BY BENJAMIN MOORE



At Mariposa, it's our product distribution policy to not add additional cost to the
Benjamin Moore products that we offer. Moreover, our clients enjoy the discount that we
provide through our close relationship with Benjamin Moore Canada.

Mariposa Painting & Decorating can offer Benjamin Moore Paints & Stains at 30-35%
cheaper cost than most other competitive options. Resulting with all cost savings being
allocated to our clients.

Schedule a FREE Colour Selection and Decorative Design Consultation                             
at: customerservice@mariposacanada.ca

Our product distribution policy.



MAINTAINING
A STANDARD
THAT DEFINES
MARIPOSA.

Mariposa's Quality Assurance.

ANDREA TRUBETSKOYE

Senior Vice President and Chief
Operations Officer of Mariposa
Group Canada Limited.

The "Offering of Exceptional Products and Services" PHILOSOPHY.

Andrea Trubetskoye is a professional contractor, home builder, master
craftsman, dynamic entrepreneur, educator, and inspiring influencer
and generous philanthropist. As one of Toronto’s and southern Ontario's
most trusted contractors, his no-nonsense approach has impressed
many home owners and business leaders. Through Mariposa's business
growth and endeavors, Andrea has led Mariposa to earn a reputation
as being among "The GTAs Most Trustworthy Contractors within the
BUILD Toronto society" with also evolving the company's sense of
credibility to be recognized as second to none! Andrea Trubetskoye has
played a major role in transforming Mariposa into a provincial and
municipal brand based on quality, integrity and trust.

With over 35 years of experience as a professional licensed contractor,
he has completed over 300 home renovations and remodeling disaster
projects, while also building over 220 homes across the Greater Toronto
Area and southern Ontario. His strong reputation, leadership over a
award-winning company, and public engagements are greatly
appreciated.



FAQs
FAQs about Mariposa Painting & Decorating in regards to using
Benjamin Moore products:

Reality is reality in the making of decisions and accountability for actions. Essentially, Mariposa
Painting & Decorating Canada without question is an ecologically respectful and efficient
company.  

Question. What should I look for in a good painting and decorating contractor?
Answer. Ontario requires painters, decorators, and all contractors in general, to have a
current business license in good standing. So should you! By choosing to hire Mariposa Painting
& Decorating, you are choosing a well established, well experienced, and credible company
with painters and decorators who are licensed and certified professionals.

Question. Why do I care if my painting and decorating contractor uses "high quality" paint? I
thought all paints were the same?
Answer. As with any type of painting and decorating project, including repair materials, the
better the quality, the better the results. Because Mariposa uses the most trusted suppliers,
such as Benjamin Moore Canada, the company's completed work will not only look better,
Mariposa will guarantee quality assurance. Mariposa offers a 5 Year Warranty based on
confidence in Benjamin Moore paints and stains. Benjamin Moore paints and stains will be able
to handle the tests of time; including just every day wear and tear. As a client of Mariposa, you
will receive what you pay for, and cheap, inferior, or low quality paint isn't worth the
investment.



Question. Why would I hire Mariposa as my painting and decorating service provider?
Answer. Begin by asking other people who have used our painting and decorating services. If
you see a neighboring home or business that has been painted and decorated by Mariposa,
inquire if such client is satisfied with the results. You'll still want to interview a few other
painting and decorating companies as you receive other quotes. Keep in mind, the ultimate
goal isn't the cheapest rate, it's the best value. That means high-quality products and services
offered by Mariposa end with the result that you most desire for a reasonable rate of cost.

Question. Does Mariposa provide advice for paint colour selection?
Answer. At Mariposa, we offer a free consultation which can include discussing colour
options. Ultimately, it's up to you or your designer's or architect's guidelines, although we are
more than assertive to offer decorative advice and suggestions.

There is a reason why most home
owners and renters, and builders and
property management clients trust in
Mariposa Painting & Decorating, there
are capabilities and a standard of
service that set us a part from all
others.

Question. What are different paint sheens?
Answer. There are several different types of paint sheens including high gloss, semi-gloss,
satin, eggshell, and flat or matte. Each one has its benefits and the place in your home will
require what is appropriate. At Mariposa, we'll help you understand each sheen, and to make
the right choice for the spaces throughout your home.



Question. What should I do to prepare for a painting project?
Answer. The Mariposa Project Coordinator will take care of most of the preparations for the
home painting or decorating project, including the organizing of project spaces and working
areas. Although, there are some preparations that will be required of you. Such as, remove
wall hangings and anything decorative on, or nearby walls that could get in the way or
damaged. At Mariposa, we appreciate that our clients can make it easier for our painters and
decorators to move around by removing furnishings or obstructions. Make arrangements for
children and pets, to not interfere with the project spaces and working areas if possible.
Please don't hesitate to discuss with our consultants and project coordinator on any other issue
that you would like Mariposa to address.

Rely on Mariposa Painting & Decorating Canada as the best choice for
your residential property improvement project. Schedule a
complimentary Benjamin Moore Colour Selection & Decorative
Consultation by contacting us at (416) 970-6681, or contact us by email
at customerservice@mariposacanada.ca, or visit our Website at
mariposadecorate.ca, or our main company Website at
mariposacanada.ca.



mariposacanada.ca



Enrich your life with colour.
For more information, publications, and events on Enrich your life with colour, please visit:
mariposacanada.ca.

Mariposa's events for Enrich your life with colour.

CALENDAR YEAR EVENTS 2022-2023

We appreciate your interest, please visit: mariposacanada.ca
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